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Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been shown to e�ectively support search and rescue (SAR) operations, usually through manual
control of each UAV. Research has started to move towards multi-drone systems with increasing levels of autonomy to support faster
and more challenging SAR operations. However, how such a system should be implemented into the SAR procedures remains an open
challenge. We seek to thoroughly understand the issues that arise with drone usage in SAR and how semi-autonomous multi-drone
systems can help alleviate those. We conducted a pilot study with emergency services SAR pilots and our multi-drone control prototype.
Initial �ndings have given insights into useful features and potential pitfalls in designing a multi-drone system. The results inform our
continued work toward more re�ned prototypes that will serve as a platform for search and rescue operations.
CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing ! Human computer interaction (HCI); Interaction design process and methods;
Collaborative and social computing devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) such as drones have shown great potential for use in search and rescue (SAR)
operations due to their ability to provide visual aid from high vantage points and traverse through di�cult and vast
terrains quickly and e�ectively [Goodrich et al. 2008; Karaca et al. 2018; Silvagni et al. 2017]. Research has started
to explore how multiple drones acting as a swarm can provide additional value to SAR teams as opposed to single,
individually controlled drones [Bjurling et al. 2020; Hocra�er and Nam 2017; Scherer et al. 2015]. Further, how to form
an e�ective ‘partnership’ between a drone operator and a drone swarm is an open research question [Agrawal et al.
2020]. In addition to the drone operator, it is essential to recognise the relationship between the drone swarm and other
entities involved in the mission, such as a helicopter and emergency personnel. Simply adding multiple drones to the
current SAR work�ow risks the potential for various problems. In the fast-paced, critical context of the SAR mission,
these challenges might include cognitive overload and uncertainty of task responsibility, resulting in operator errors
and miscommunication among the team.
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Fig. 1. User interface of the drone swarm search and rescue prototype.

In the HERD1 research project, we seek to create a prototype for semi-autonomous multi-drone systems. This
prototype will enable end-users to interact with drone swarms and provide control of the swarm without overwhelming
the operator with moment-by-moment decision-making. This project is in collaboration with the Danish Emergency

Management Agency (DEMA)2 , who o�er insights on their drone usage in SAR missions, the problems that arise,
and their vision of multi-drone systems. They also provide a direct outlet for evaluating the prototypes in a realistic
environment. This ensures that the ongoing and iterative design of the prototype supports e�ective SAR operations
while simultaneously enabling us to gain insights into current and future SAR practices.
In this position paper, we outline challenges of SAR operations in Denmark and how a semi-autonomous multi-drone
system can support SAR personnel. We also present challenges that occur when considering the use of a multi-drone
system for SAR operations and outline future research pathways to tackle these challenges.
2

PILOT STUDY WITH EMERGENCY SERVICES

We designed an initial prototype, shown in Figure 1, to spark a dialogue with the emergency services and show them the
possibilities of controlling a drone swarm. The prototype supports three control methods: beacon control, selection
control, and assigning a designated leader drone, as based on previous swarm control research [Kerman et al. 2012;
Kolling et al. 2013]. For this pilot study, we used a partial Wizard-of-Oz approach, where two of the three control
methods (beacon control and leader drone) were simulated through manual control.
The beacon control seeks to control the drones by placing beacons around the map which either attract or repel
the drones. When approaching an attract beacon, the drones seek to explore the area more thoroughly, whereas the
opposite is the case for repel beacons. The selection control allows for direct manipulation by selecting a subset of
drones and directing them to a location of interest on the map. Lastly, when a user appoints a drone as the leader, a
1 https://direc.dk/da/herd-human-ai-collaboration-engaging-and-controlling-swarms-of-robots-and-drones/
2 https://www.brs.dk/en/
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Fig. 2. The two senior sergeants using the prototype.

subset of drones will follow it and inherit whatever behavior the user has given the leader drone. In our initial prototype,
the leader drone would only a�ect the follower drones’ position.
In the pilot study, two senior sergeants from DEMA explored the application with drones �ying in the same physical
environment to provide a sense of realism. Figure 2 shows these two senior sergeants using the prototype. Following
the evaluation, we conducted an interview to learn about their current struggles with drones in SAR, followed by their
experience with the prototype and their thoughts on the di�erent control methods. In general, the senior sergeants
found that the concepts behind the control methods were sound and provided some suggestions for making them more
useful in real-world operations. Examples include: changing the beacon control to a polygon shape similar to the area
selection tool, indicating more clearly which drones followed which, and ensuring proper physical separation between
the drones.
3

DISCUSSION

Our prototype successfully initiated a discussion on the use and potential bene�ts of a multi-drone system for SAR
operations. All three control methods presented were perceived as relevant to SAR. Our prototype prompted the senior
sergeants to think more deeply about future drone interfaces. They suggested that a signi�cant level of automation is
required for a multi-drone system to work well. With increased automation, the sergeants believed, the system could
make its own decisions appropriate to the situation. The drone operator would then act more as a supervisor, adjusting
the swarm and drone behavior as they deemed �t. This would alleviate the operator’s responsibility over individual
drones without removing the capability for �ne-grained control.
In our discussion, one of the senior sergeants raised a concern about multi-drone systems. One of the struggles they
experience with drones is the processing of video feedback, as a person’s ability to process these images e�ectively is
greatly reduced over time – known as image blindness to the SAR personnel. The added bene�t of multiple drones is
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limited if each drone were to send its video directly to the person processing it. Therefore, an image processing layer
must be added and signal the operator when something of interest has been found.
A common discussion point was the role of the system as an intelligent operation planning tool rather than merely a
drone controller. Planning the search area and route is an integral part of a SAR operation and requires extensive e�ort
from the SAR team to prepare. Information from the police, weather conditions, and signi�cant landmarks all directly
a�ect the drones’ search area. DEMA currently uses o�-the-shelf software to map out areas that the drone should
search, but this provides very limited opportunity for optimizing their search. As such, the participants expressed the
need for a system that has increased autonomy without taking away the opportunity for control from the user.
Another challenge in SAR operations is the collaboration with other entities, including manned aircrafts such as
helicopters and members of the general public not involved with the search. For the former, whenever a helicopter
arrives at the SAR area, they have an absolute say in what the drones should do, including instructing them to descend
immediately. In the latter case, drones are not allowed to �y close to an uninvolved party, making it challenging to plan
out operations in urban areas. The system would need to respond appropriately whenever a third party approaches in
order to make an autonomous multi-drone system viable in SAR operations. The two senior sergeants mentioned that
the beacon control would provide an appropriate way to add restricted areas for the drones to avoid. They suggested
improving the control method by adding a dynamic beacon, e.g., a beacon that follows a helicopter’s position.

4

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

We have built an initial prototype to spark conversations with the Danish emergency services and show the possibilities
of a multi-drone system for SAR operations. Comments from the experts helped us to understand the current challenges
faced by the emergency drone team when conducting their missions and how they believed a semi-autonomous
multi-drone system could help them.
Given the overall positive response from the two senior sergeants, we seek to further our research on multi-drone
systems for SAR. Based on the input obtained through the discussion and demonstration, we aim to re�ne the prototype
to include new functionalities while minimizing usability and work�ow issues for the operators and the wider team.
With the reworked prototype, we plan on extending the study by interviewing other members of the drone department
of DEMA as di�erent members have di�erent jurisdictions and might face other challenges we have not heard about.
The two senior sergeants have mainly jurisdiction in Jutland and Fyn (an island in Denmark), and it is unknown whether
the SAR departments in, for example, the capital area of Denmark faces di�erent issues due to environmental factors.
As drones become an increasingly integrated part of SAR, they will need to behave as reliable and constructive
team members under highly versatile conditions. This requires quick adaptation to new circumstances, responding
to changing requirements and the presence of other SAR entities. In the near future, the prototype will be matured
enough to support rehearsal of missions, enabling us to conduct mock missions with the emergency services personnel
and dummy targets. We are excited by the initial impressions from the emergency services teams, which suggest that
drone swarms have the potential to improve the e�ectiveness and speed of search and rescue operations. Our work
also reveals challenges of designing e�ective user interfaces to support teaming with semi-autonomous multi-drone
system for search and rescue purposes and a discussion with fellow researchers would shed light on how to approach
the challenges in the best way possible.
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MOTIVATION FOR ATTENDING THE WORKSHOP

As drones are becoming more common in society and people have started to see their usefulness to the public, the
topic of social drones is more relevant than ever. Research has to cover not only the technological aspects but also
carefully consider and evaluate how to safely introduce drones into the public space. As this is part of a Ph.D. project,
this workshop provides the Ph.D. student an excellent opportunity to meet experienced researchers in Human-Drone
interaction and receive input and guidance on how to approach the project and solve problems that might arise.
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